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Mr CLARK (Box Hill) — The budget the 

Treasurer delivered on Tuesday can be summed up 
very simply: it is a budget that continues the tax slug on 
motorists and property owners and relies on rising 
government debt, yet it still shelves or delays numerous 
election promises. 

This budget also brings back memories — memories of 
the 1980s; memories of the mild-mannered former 
Premier John Cain, the Premier who insisted on paying 
for his own biscuits at morning tea; memories of young 
Treasurer Rob Jolly promising to bring modern 
financial management to the state’s coffers. 

It all seemed to go so well for a while, but then the 
property market stalled and revenue stopped flowing 
while spending kept rising. It ended with a state near 
bankruptcy and needing four years of hard toil under 
former Premier Jeff Kennett to sort out the mess. 

Tuesday’s budget also brings back memories of last 
year’s state election when the Premier told us that the 
state’s finances were like those of a household — only 
bigger. He said he would look after our money. Now, 
barely five months later, we find promises being 
postponed, charges being raised and freeways being 
turned into tollways. Now, five months later, we know 
the financial reality is that tax revenue is up — — 

Mr Maxfield interjected. 

The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Lindell) — Order! 
The member for Narracan will not make interjections 
while out of his seat. 

Mr CLARK — Tax revenue has risen by 
$3.4 billion since 1998–99 — that is, around $1900 
extra per household. Police fines have nearly 
quadrupled, and but for a $512 million windfall gain in 
stamp duty, the budget would be in deficit. 

Why is it that the government is having to rely next 
year on land tax collections that are $124 million, or 
25.6 per cent, higher than budgeted for last year; 
general insurance duty, up $107.4 million, or 24.8 per 
cent higher than in last year’s budget; or police fines, up 
$90.9 million, or 27 per cent higher than last year’s 
budget? Why is the government having to rely on the 
failure of its road safety messages in order to keep our 
budget in the black? If the government is scraping the 
bottom of the barrel when revenue is still running 
strongly, how will it cope when the property boom and 
the speeding fines level out? 

Where has all the money gone, and why were we not 
told about these troubles earlier? The short answer is 
that all the money has been spent and the Premier and 

Treasurer kept our troubles well hidden until after they 
were re-elected. Some of the money has been spent on 
extra police and teachers, but much of it has gone on 
blow-outs such as sweetheart deals and cave-ins on 
wage claims, including pay rises outside the 
government’s own wage-increase guidelines which 
have added more than $412 million each year to 
government spending over and above its own forward 
provisions. In contrast to the government’s claim that it 
spent the money on extra services for people, based on 
the figures reported by the Auditor-General in his report 
in October last year, only a quarter of the extra salaries 
and on-costs incurred by the Bracks government up to 
June last year had been the result of policy decisions to 
appoint more teachers, nurses or police. The rest were 
the result of wages deals. 

Then we have had blow-outs due to sheer waste and 
abuse, like the $44 million spent on forcing out the Seal 
Rocks operator, the $50 million or so of pre-election 
political advertising, and the $77 million to avoid the 
inspection of union practices at the Melbourne Cricket 
Ground. The government has blown its spending 
budget every year since coming to office, and in three 
years out of four it would have ended the year in deficit 
but for unbudgeted windfall revenues. Now we see a 
government so strapped for cash that departments will 
be making $140 million in unspecified savings cuts 
over the year ahead, but the government is not prepared 
to tell us where those spending cuts will be. 

We also see a government so strapped for cash that 
dozens of election promises for new schools and 
hospital upgrades have been deferred, including the 
upgrade of the Royal Women’s Hospital. Of the 
$30 million promised during the election campaign for 
community facilities at schools, only $500 000 was 
allocated in Tuesday’s budget. Of $45 million promised 
for a metropolitan level-crossing initiative, only 
$1 million has been allocated; and of $24 million 
promised for rural police stations, only $6 million has 
been allocated. 

We also see a government so strapped for cash that it is 
increasingly resorting to borrowing to fund its 
spending. If we ignore the improper way in which the 
government accounts for its so-called Growing Victoria 
infrastructure reserve, the government last year 
budgeted to increase net debt by $334 million in the 
financial year 2003–04. However, now it plans to 
borrow $621 million for the coming financial year — 
almost a 100 per cent increase on the amount it 
proposed to borrow only 12 months ago. 

Last year the government budgeted to borrow 
$79 million in 2004–05; now it plans to borrow 
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$271 million. Last year it budgeted to borrow 
$42 million in 2005–06; this year it plans to borrow 
$484 million. This is a budget that even on paper 
stretches to the limits any semblance of financial 
responsibility. But even worse, we know that Labor’s 
budgets are like Soviet five-year plans — the reality 
turns out to be a lot different from what is put down on 
paper. The government has put together this budget on 
the basis of forward estimates that assume an annual 
growth in the total wages bill of just 3.6 per cent per 
annum over the 2002–03 revised figures, even after 
allowing for all the additional staff the government 
announced on Tuesday. This growth rate of 3.6 per cent 
per annum in the forward estimates contrasts with an 
actual annual growth rate in the wages bill of 7.3 per 
cent from 1998–99 to 2002–03 based on the revised 
figures. 

Given all this, it is no wonder that the Premier and the 
Treasurer are desperately trying to point the blame for 
our budget woes in any direction but their own. 
However, their explanations, like their promise not to 
toll the Scoresby freeway, are simply not believable. 
Drought, bushfires and superannuation have had only 
limited effect on the government’s budget figures for 
the new financial year. Almost all the costs have 
already been incurred this year, as the government has 
paid for firefighting and compensation and has written 
off its share market losses. Furthermore, a large part of 
the much smaller increase in superannuation costs for 
2003–04 will be due to the cost of the wages deals the 
Bracks government itself has done. 

The international situation will have some effect, but 
thanks to our federal Prime Minister and Treasurer, 
Australia is well placed to weather that storm, just as it 
weathered the Asian economic crisis a few years ago. 
Victoria’s relative economic decline compared to that 
of the rest of Australia is something this Premier and 
Treasurer themselves have to answer for, as Victoria 
increasingly pays the price for Labor’s neglect of the 
fundamentals of investment attraction and facilitation, 
regulatory and decision-making certainty, and 
competitive taxation. 

With the much-flaunted public transport cost increases, 
which are under a franchising system which the Labor 
government plans to keep and which it admits is better 
and cheaper than public operation, we now find that the 
government has not even been prepared to disclose 
them in the budget as a separate cost item. 

What is even more worrying than the government’s 
excuses is something else that brings back memories of 
the 1980s — the artificial arrangements Labor used to 
prop up its budget figures before the 2002 election. 

Labor knew then that our finances were starting to slide 
and it took an extra $141 million in dividends from our 
water and gas authorities over and above what it had 
scheduled to take at budget time last year. It also 
continued to take dividends from the Transport 
Accident Commission, even though the TAC was 
making losses. On top of that it collected a $66 million 
up-front fee from the developers of the Spencer Street 
station, and counted that fee as revenue; it left out of its 
pre-election costings most of the Commonwealth 
Games costs, on the pretext that it had not worked out a 
final amount; and it put off counting the cost of the Seal 
Rocks fiasco by lodging an appeal against the 
arbitrator’s decision. On top of all of that $115 million 
of roads expense was fortuitously reclassified as capital, 
so that further $115 million was also added to the 
reported surplus. 

These significant accounting adjustments have 
continued after the election. It now seems that 
$25 million of the road expenditure has mysteriously 
converted back again, from capital to expense. On the 
other hand $142 million of funding for the Office of 
Housing has been reclassified as a capital expense, and 
a further $30 million of dividends has been taken from 
public authorities. As well as that, the government has 
classified as revenue the one-off receipt of $135 million 
in performance bonds forfeited by National Express. 

If you take all of these factors out of the bottom line, 
the budget bottom line for the current financial year that 
was reported to us on Tuesday as an estimated 
$160 million surplus would have been reported as 
$604 million worse than that: as a deficit 
of $444 million — a turnaround of more than 
$965 million on the 2002–03 surplus that was budgeted 
for at the beginning of the financial year. The follies of 
the 1980s are well and truly on their way back, which is 
perhaps not so surprising, given that the Premier and so 
many of his ministers started their political careers as 
advisers in the Cain and Kirner governments. 

I now turn to look in more detail at the answer to the 
question that is currently on everybody’s lips, the 
question that is crying out for an answer: where has all 
the money gone? We knew we had money four years 
ago; we know we do not have much now. Just where 
has it all gone? As I have said, so far the financial story 
of Labor in office has been one of spending blow-outs 
paid for by windfall revenue. Year after year revenue, 
particularly taxation revenue, has been far higher than 
budgeted for and this has offset the spending blow-outs. 
Thus in 1999–2000 spending blew out by 
$1141.7 million, but to help Labor out of its hole there 
was a windfall revenue of $2210.5 million. But for that 
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revenue, the budgeted $128.7 million surplus would 
have been a deficit of over $1 billion. 

In 2000–01 spending blew out by $561 million, and the 
budgeted surplus of $591.5 million would have shrunk 
to $30.4 million, but for windfall revenue of 
$1186.8 million. In 2001–02, if it were not for windfall 
revenue of $1897.6 million Labor’s budgeted surplus of 
$508.4 million would have ended up as a deficit of 
$1624.2 million thanks to a spending blow-out of 
$2132.6 million. 

This current financial year the situation continues to 
deteriorate. Spending has blown out by $1543.9 million 
beyond Labor’s own budget, threatening to turn its 
budgeted $521.8 million surplus into a deficit of 
$1022.2 million. It has only been the windfall revenue 
of $1182.1 million, plus those other matters that I 
referred to earlier, that has produced on paper the 
revised surplus of $159.9 million. 

We can also look at the same point in another way if we 
examine how the annual increases in expenditure 
compare with the budget estimates. On the final 
estimate in the Kennett government for 1999–2000 the 
budgeted increase was 1.1 per cent; that year the actual 
increase was 9.3 per cent. You may perhaps forgive the 
government to some extent for that, because it had 
election promises to implement. However, if we look at 
the following year we see that it budgeted for a 
spending increase of 7.4 per cent, but it went up by 
8.1 per cent. In 2001–02 the government budgeted for 
3.1 per cent, but it went up by 11.1 per cent. For the 
current financial year the government budgeted for an 
increase of 1.6 per cent, and on the revised figures it is 
up 4.8 per cent. If ever any demonstration was needed 
of Labor’s lack of financial management responsibility, 
it is that sorry record. 

Mr Nardella interjected. 

Mr CLARK — I should also make it clear that 
when I refer to windfall revenue I am referring not to 
increases in revenue that were budgeted for, whether as 
a result of economic growth or government policy 
decisions, but to revenue increases over and above what 
was expected to be received at the time the budget 
estimates were put together. Similarly, in referring to 
blow-outs I am talking not about increases in spending 
that were budgeted for and included in the budget 
estimates, because those increases can be debated on 
their merits, but about spending increases over and 
above what was included in the budget papers — thus 
in every year other than in 1999, over and above what 
was in Labor’s own budget papers. 

What have these blow-outs been spent on, and where 
has the rest of the money gone since 1999? The first 
way we can start to find an answer to this question is to 
compare revenue and spending under the last year of 
the previous government with revenue and spending 
under the present government. 

Honourable members interjecting. 

The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Lindell) — Order! 
The level of interjection is too great. I ask members to 
refrain. 

Mr Perton — Madam Acting Speaker, it is a 
tradition in this house — — 

The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Lindell) — Order! 
It is a tradition in this house to wait until one is called. 
The member for Doncaster, on a point of order. 

Mr Perton — On a point of order, Acting Speaker, 
it is a tradition in this house that in the budget debate 
the Treasurer and the shadow Treasurer are heard in 
silence, with only the occasional interjection. The 
honourable member for Melton has continually 
interjected. I ask you to warn him and to allow the 
honourable member for Box Hill to continue his 
address to the house while being shown the courtesy 
that is normally accorded to a shadow Treasurer. 

The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Lindell) — Order! 
I do not uphold the point of order. 

Mr CLARK — As I was saying, Acting Speaker, 
the first way we can start to find an answer to the 
question of where the money has gone is to compare 
revenue and spending under the last year of the 
previous government with revenue and spending under 
the present government. 

I seek leave to have incorporated into Hansard a table 
entitled ‘Where has the money gone? Victorian budget 
changes since 1998–99’. 

Leave granted; see table page 1621. 

Mr CLARK — This table shows that from 1998–99 
to 2003–04 total government revenue has risen by 
$5 677.5 million, an increase of 27.1 per cent. At the 
same time total government spending has risen by more 
than 37.9 per cent, a massive $7.2 billion on top of the 
$19.1 billion spent in 1998–99. Of this increase in 
spending there has been an increase in employee 
entitlements of some $2.6 billion, or 37.4 per cent. That 
is exceeded only by the huge $3.2 billion, or 60.8 per 
cent, increase in spending on the purchase of supply 
and services. The other major increases are a 
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$647.1 million, or 49.6 per cent, increase in 
superannuation costs and a $942 million, or 26.2 per 
cent, increase in grants and transfer payments. 

I will talk later about the increases in employee 
entitlements and superannuation, but at this stage I want 
to flag the fact that remarkably little information is 
given in the budget papers about the composition of 
spending on grants and transfer payments, which total 
$4.5 billion, or about purchases and supplies services 
totalling $8.6 billion.  

Budget paper 2 at page 189 tells us simply that around 
$509 million of grants went to local government, about 
$892 million of grants went to other state government 
agencies, and almost all of the balance is in grants to 
the private sector, such as school grants, first home 
owners grants and grants to agencies funded by the 
Department of Human Services. But there is very little 
breakdown of this enormous amount of expenditure. 

Similarly we can find out from the 2001–02 financial 
report that expenditure on purchases of supplies and 
services consists of a wide range of purchases for the 
general government sector — to which the budget 
papers relate — of about $4.2 billion in 2001–02 to 
supplies and consumables, $3.1 billion to services, 
$400 million to maintenance, and the balance to sundry 
smaller amounts out of the then total of $7.8 billion. 
Some of that increase in the supplies and services figure 
in the table I have presented is due to a reclassification 
of the cost of public transport as a result of the 
franchising in late 1999, which amounted to about 
$315 million in 1999–2000. However, the explanation 
for the balance of the increase under Labor remains 
unclear. It is, nonetheless, worth noting that under this 
heading will be found some notorious areas of 
expenditure — that is, consultants, which the Labor 
Party has hired an abundance of to conduct its reviews 
and write its reports, as well as the taxpayer-funded 
political advertising. 

The table I have presented gives us a general picture of 
where the money has come from and the sort of things 
on which money has been spent, but it does not really 
tell us why the money is now so short and how so much 
has been spent so quickly with so little to show for it. 

To try to answer these questions I turn now to a second, 
and perhaps more revealing, way of looking at where 
the money has gone. This way looks at how the 
amounts Labor has planned and budgeted to receive 
and spend in a given a year have changed over time. 
Because this way of looking at the numbers examines 
how spending estimates for the same particular year 
have changed, it takes out of the equation the ordinary 

year-on-year increases in revenue and expenses which 
are simply due to inflation and to economic and 
demand growth. If you look at the numbers in this way 
it provides a good comparison of like with like, and 
changes between the original figures and the final 
figures should all be capable of being given a specific 
explanation. This way of looking at the numbers also 
means that Labor cannot pass off increases in spending 
due to demand growth as genuine policy initiatives. 

So it is worth making the point at this stage that the 
answer to the question of where the money has gone 
will in some respects be different for 2002–03 
compared to what it will be for 2003–04, because some 
of the factors that are relevant for one year are not 
going to be relevant for the other. Superannuation, 
drought and bushfires all fall into this category. While 
each of them has affected the budget outcome 
significantly in 2002–03, they have far less relevance to 
2003–04. 

So let us look firstly at where the money has gone in 
2002–03 and try to find out what has happened as 
Labor has added blow-out after blow-out to its 
spending. The first budget document that Labor handed 
down after coming to office was the mid-year budget 
review of 1999–2000. In that review Labor had its first 
chance to set out what it planned to spend over the next 
four years up to and including the current financial 
year, 2002–03. When we compare what Labor planned 
to receive and spend in this current financial year, 
2002–03, when it first published its budget document in 
mid-1999–2000 with what Labor’s estimates in 
Tuesday’s budget predicted it will actually end up 
receiving in revenue and spending this financial year 
we notice some significant differences. 

The analysis I have undertaken comes from those 
sections of budget paper 2 for each year and from each 
of the budget updates since then which reconcile the 
forward estimates to previously published estimates — 
for example, the section beginning at page 37 in this 
year’s budget paper 2 and also from appendix C of 
budget paper 2, which discusses the revised budget 
outcome for 2002–03. 

The advantage of looking at these sections of the 
budget papers is that they mainly classify the changes 
to the estimates according to the nature of the reason for 
the change rather than by the amount of the change in 
any particular item of revenue or expense. In principle 
it should be possible by tracking through each of these 
explanations of the changes since Labor’s first set of 
numbers for this year to Labor’s most recent set of 
numbers for this year to get a good understanding of 
how the estimates have actually changed over time. 
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However, I suspect that the Treasurer and his 
bureaucrats have found that if these reconciliation 
statements were done properly they would have the 
potential to be far more revealing than the Treasurer 
realised when he first decided to publish them. As a 
result, much of what should be disclosed in these 
statements is concealed in bland terms such as ‘other 
administrative arrangements’ and accompanied by 
cryptic footnotes and boring and dissimulating 
explanations. 

There is also an appalling lack of consistency over time 
and between budget papers and budget updates as to 
how the different changes in the estimates are 
categorised. This fudge also makes it virtually 
impossible to fully reconcile the figures from those 
reconciliation statements with the figures from the 
estimates tables that they are supposed to reconcile to. 

Nonetheless, these statements are revealing enough to 
justify careful attention. I have been through them, and 
to try to get some consistency while keeping the totals 
unchanged I have been prepared, based on the limited 
descriptions given in the footnotes and the text, to 
reclassify the various items to try to get some sort of 
consistency. However, if the Treasurer wants to dispute 
my classification or interpretation of the footnotes and 
the text and have the Department of Treasury and 
Finance produce a more accurate and complete table 
that would be a very valuable contribution to public 
debate and understanding. 

On the best assessment that I can make: since Labor 
first put together the figures for 2002–03 it has received 
an extra $4529.6 million in revenue for this year and 
incurred an extra $5197.9 million in expenses. To be 
fair to the government, and we always try to be fair on 
this side of the house, it should be noted that this 
overstates both the revenue and spending increases to 
the extent that it counts factors that are basically book 
entries on both sides of the ledger — such as the 
movement from the budget sector to general 
government sector accounting, or the Victrack capital 
assets charge. 

However, even after allowing for this, the analysis 
shows the deterioration in the position, and it also 
shows exactly how much extra money Labor has got 
into the till. Labor started off projecting a surplus of 
$828.2 million for this year as part of the 1999–2000 
midyear review. Since then it has received a 
massive $4529.6 million in extra revenue over and 
above what it expected in 1999–2000 to receive this 
year. 

One would have thought that even the Labor Party 
would have had trouble spending a net extra 
$4.5 billion, but it has managed to do that, and more. In 
fact it has managed to spend an extra $5197.9 million 
and as a result our surplus for 2002–03 is now expected 
to be only $159.9 million. Of this, some 
$2196.2 million is said to have been spent on what the 
budget papers describe as policy decisions but which 
are in fact a mixture of genuine policy decisions, wage 
and other blow-outs, and the cost of Labor’s bungles. 

So let us look at some of the factors that Labor, in its 
budget papers, has classified as so-called policy 
decisions. These include the $27.4 million to help 
departments meet the ongoing costs of the Workcover 
premium increases and the bungled premium model of 
2000. It includes $23.5 million due to the November 
2001 Community and Public Sector Union wages deal 
exceeding its own wages growth guidelines and 
budgetary provisions. 

It includes $53.9 million due to the 2000–01 teacher 
wages agreement exceeding its own wages growth 
guidelines and budgetary provisions. There is a 
$124 million cost above Labor’s own guidelines for the 
2000–01 nurses settlement. There is $73.1 million for 
costs above the guidelines for the 2001–02 Human 
Services industrial agreements. There is $79.1 million, 
listed at page 210 in budget paper 2 tabled last Tuesday, 
for costs above guidelines for Human Services 
industrial relations awards and wages deals done in 
2002–03. 

Then we have the $19.9 million provided for the rail 
franchise interim operating agreement to help meet 
costs caused by union obstruction, insurance cost 
increases and delays in resolving ticketing issues after 
Labor came to office. We find $58.5 million for costs 
above guidelines for the August 2001 Police 
Association enterprise bargaining agreement. We find 
14.6 million for the electricity network tariff rebate, 
much of which would not have been necessary but for 
Labor’s planning delays, its regulatory uncertainty and 
the union obstruction, which has undermined 
investment in the power industry and pushed up power 
prices. 

We also find $5 million for Labor’s unnecessary and 
counterproductive industrial relations strategy, which 
seems to have done little other than cause months of 
frustrating and costly delays for Saizeriya, for the 
national gallery and for other projects. The budget 
papers also include a reported $44 million for the 
damages and legal costs arising from Labor’s campaign 
against the Seal Rocks operator. 
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These blow-outs, bungles and waste come to a grand 
total of $479 million. That is $479 million that has been 
added to the bottom line for 2002–03 and is money that 
would otherwise have been available for service 
improvements, for honouring Labor’s election promises 
or for tax cuts. 

I should also make it clear that the wage cost increases I 
have cited are only those proportions of wage deals that 
have required additional government funding. The 
Auditor-General has documented the total cost of these 
increases in detail. At page 58 of his October 2002 
report on state finances he reported that the total cost of 
Labor’s wages deals in 2002–03 was $1056.9 million, 
excluding the cost of policy decisions. The cost of 
staffing engaged under major policy decisions totalled 
only $330.2 million, or barely one quarter of the total 
increase in wages bill. 

The Auditor-General further reported at page 59 of his 
October 2002 report that a further $74 million per 
annum of wage increases was to be funded by internal 
redirections of resources, including $37.4 million in 
2001–02 that was taken out of school global budgets. 

Of course the Auditor-General has also recently warned 
about the dangers posed by these unbudgeted wage 
increases. In fact he has given two warnings. As early 
as November 2001 he cautioned: 

There are a number of challenges facing the government 
which will impact on its flexibility in responding to future 
opportunities. These include managing the impact of 
increasing expenditure pressures, including wages growth … 

If that was not enough — and clearly the government 
was not taking the message from that first warning — 
he repeated it even more bluntly in October last year, 
stating: 

Any downturn in the economic cycle and further expenditure 
pressures, including wages growth, will inevitably impact on 
the government’s capacity to maintain existing program 
levels. 

In other words, he gave this warning to the government: 
if you cannot control your spending, you will have to 
make cuts. Here we are, six months later, and the 
government is having to make cuts. If the government 
had only paid attention to the warnings being sounded 
by the Auditor-General and by the opposition six 
months ago, instead of falsely pretending to voters that 
all was well, Victorians may now well not be facing the 
severity of the cuts they are facing. 

On top of the additional wage costs that I have referred 
to, a further $1238.2 million in increased spending in 
2002–03 has gone on superannuation costs. These are a 

mixture of costs. They result from the equity market 
fluctuations, which the Treasurer is keen for us to know 
about, but they are also a result of costs flowing from 
the wages blow-outs, which the Treasurer is not so keen 
for us to know about, and from sundry other costs due 
to actuarial reassessments and other factors. 

The budgets papers do not provide a breakdown of the 
various factors that contribute to these increased 
superannuation costs. However, the Auditor-General, at 
pages 62 to 63 of his October 2002 report, states that 
higher than forecast wages deals added $72.5 million to 
the superannuation liabilities of the state 
superannuation fund in 2000–01, and a further 
$73.5 million in 2001–02. The Auditor-General also 
reports that higher than forecast wage rises added 
$40 million to the unfunded liabilities of the 
Emergency Services Superannuation Scheme in 
2001–02. 

We can look at these superannuation cost increases in 
another way: total employee entitlements for 2002–03 
have now exceeded Labor’s initial estimates by 
$1102.3 million, out of a total which now stands at 
$9261.1 million. On that basis overall increases in 
employee entitlements since Labor came to office — 
that is, increases over and above the allowance for 
wage increases already built into the forward 
estimates — now represent over one-ninth of the total 
superannuation cost of a bit over $2.8 billion, or in 
other words, some $333 million out of the 
$1278.2 million by which the superannuation costs now 
exceed the original estimates. It is possible that this 
$333 million is already covered in the cost of new 
policy decisions; but if that is the case, it is very hard to 
find out from the budget papers. 

I now move on to that other fascinating area of 
determining where the money has gone, and that is the 
$434.2 million of taxpayers money that in 2002–03 has 
gone on what the budget papers very helpfully describe 
as ‘Other administrative variations’. That figure is even 
after I have taken out some of the numbers that on the 
basis of the text can more accurately be reassigned 
somewhere else. 

If patriotism is the last refuge of the scoundrel, other 
administrative variations are the last refuge of our 
Treasurer and his bureaucrats, which they use for 
hiding the things they do not want the public or other 
ministers to know about. The lack of explanation of this 
$434.2 million is a disgrace. 

The Treasurer may well boast that he brought in these 
reconciliation statements, but if he is going to claim he 
is providing a reconciliation, he should genuinely do so. 
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But let us make an effort, despite all this obscurity, to 
trace back through the various budget papers and find 
out what we can from the limited explanations that are 
provided. 

In the 2000–01 budget, $65 million in relation to 
2002–03 was provided in total. Of that, some 
$26 million was due to a review of contingency 
allowance which was perhaps the result of one of the 
wages deals that was then being done. We were also 
told in bland terms that unspecified amounts were for 
increased education department depreciation expenses 
and changes to timing of programs for teachers’ 
notebooks and the rural and regional strategy. 

In the 2000–01 budget update a total of $94.3 million 
for 2002–03 was justified as being due to revised 
depreciation, increased sales of goods and services and 
what it referred to as ‘appropriation transfers’ and 
‘revised estimates for departmental underspending’ — 
whatever that might mean. In the 2001–02 budget a 
total of $58.5 million for 2002–03 was put down to 
increased depreciation due to asset revaluations, growth 
in capital expenditure and increased employee 
entitlements due to the impact of expected future wage 
increases on accrued entitlements — yet another sign of 
the strain being imposed by the wage blow-outs. 

Again no breakdown of these various components was 
given, and ministers who have had to fight over every 
$1 million in the spending program — ministers like 
the Attorney-General — must be boggling at the 
cavalier way in which the Treasurer is able to treat such 
large amounts. In the 2001–02 budget update the entire 
amount of other administrative variations of 
$76.3 million for 2002–03 appears to have been due to 
expenses incurred in the sale of goods and services. 
One wonders why it was not assigned to that category 
in the first place. 

Now we come to the real beauty, the other 
administrative variations in the 2002–03 budget, which 
provided $408.5 million worth of expenditure that was 
classified as other administrative variations — almost 
four times the entire budget of the Department of 
Tourism, Sport and the Commonwealth Games. Yet for 
all that massive amount of expenditure, all we are told 
directly at page 41 of budget paper 2 is that about 
one-half of it is due to recognition of outer budget 
agencies and the balance is due to increased 
superannuation costs, to an increase in the contingency 
‘to take account of various risks facing the budget’ and 
to amortisation of motor vehicles due to the centralised 
leasing facility. 

I referred to this huge and unexplained expense in my 
budget reply last year, but I have to say that I am 
increasingly reaching the conclusion that the 
explanation I have referred to which is given in the 
budget papers is just plain wrong. Superannuation and 
leasing costs seem to be covered by other items in the 
reconciliation, and at page 226 of budget paper 2 last 
year the increased revenue which is supposed to offset 
the increased other budget agencies expense was stated 
to be only $67 million for 2001–02. It seems to me that 
the most likely explanation of that huge and 
unexplained expense in the budget is that the 
government was trying to build up a concealed 
pre-election war chest of some $300 million or so. If 
that is correct, it makes all the more serious the fact that 
despite this huge increase in contingencies we are now 
facing a serious financial situation. 

As if what we saw in last year’s budget papers was not 
bad enough, the true nature of these other 
administrative variations becomes even more murky 
when we look at the pre-election budget update 
(PEBU). In that update there was a negative other 
administrative variation of $27.5 million shown for 
2002–03. However, the explanatory text suggests that 
some $70 million or so should be classified as increased 
hospital expenses funded by higher third-party revenue, 
which means that there is a net negative $97.5 million 
of other administrative variation, suggesting that the 
Treasurer’s advance was being heavily used to fund the 
$100.4 million of policy decisions covered in the 
pre-election budget update. 

Moving on to this year’s January budget update, we 
find that the other administrative variations which stood 
at negative $27.5 million in PEBU had increased to a 
negative $65.1 million, implying a further $37.6 million 
use of the Treasurer’s advance towards the additional 
$80.2 million of policy decisions in the budget update. 

Last, but certainly not least, when we look at the 
2002–03 budget paper 2 tabled on Tuesday, we find 
one of the least thorough explanations so far of the 
variances in this year’s expected result from budget. 
Some of the further increase above that included in the 
budget update may well be attributable to other 
administrative variations. If so, it is impossible to work 
it out. 

That is not the end of the funny-money shuffles that are 
increasingly appearing in our budget papers. There 
have been some equally unexplained items turning up 
on the revenue side of the ledger as part of the 
$213.3 million of other administrative variations for 
revenue for 2002–03. 
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The earlier administrative variations are relatively small 
and innocuous. However, the big money and the 
cover-up begins with the pre-election budget update. A 
massive $161.5 million of other administrative 
variation in revenue suddenly turns up, just at the time 
when the Treasurer wants the bottom line to look good 
before the election. Around $70 million of that seems to 
be due to additional hospital revenue offset by higher 
expenses. However, that still leaves $91.5 million or so 
of unexplained extra revenue. What could it be? The 
opposition looked in vain for an explanation in the 
pre-election budget update. A footnote blandly refers to 
revenue impacts flowing from the finalisation of 
Partnerships Victoria contracts. 

What could that be? It was not until Tuesday’s budget 
that there was a full admission of at least $66 million of 
that increase, because page 271 of budget paper 2 
discloses that $66 million of what is described as 
non-recurring revenue has been included from a 
payment from the developer who was awarded the 
contract for the Spencer Street station 
redevelopment — a $66 million up-front payment. 

When we go to the Auditor-General’s report of 
October 2002 and look at page 135 we find that the 
Spencer Street Station Authority received $66 million 
from the developer in exchange for the right to receive 
income from commercial operations within the 
interchange over the 30-year lease period and for a 
licence over each commercial site to construct the 
commercial elements of the project, with the developer 
to be granted a lease until 2100 upon completion of 
each development. In other words, at least $66 million 
of the $151.5 million of other administrative variation 
in the pre-election budget update appears to consist of 
those developer contributions. 

It is yet another Labor Party funny-money scheme, just 
like Rob Jolly’s interest rate swaps and balloon 
payments. You get the cash up front, you boost the 
budget just in time for the election, and there are no 
payments until 2005, when the new station is finished. 
It is just like going to Honest Joe at the car yard and 
getting cash back for your trade-in! 

You probably think that not even the Labor Party could 
top that one for fiddling the figures, but there is one 
more that comes close, again from that embodiment of 
full and frank disclosure, the pre-election budget 
update. Suddenly for the first time in any reconciliation 
statement we see the appearance of a line marked 
‘Expenditure reclassification’. Under that we find that 
total expenditure was reduced by a huge $115.4 million 
due to the fact that what was previously classified as 
operating expenditure on roads was reclassified as 

capital expenditure. So a cool $115 million went 
straight off expenses and straight onto the bottom line 
just before the election. How very convenient! 

Also highly convenient were the extra dividends from 
our gas and water authorities and the Transport 
Accident Commission (TAC) dividends that the 
government was able to take just before the election. 
Overall, Labor has increased its public authority and 
other investment income for 2002–03 by over 
$387 million since 1999–2000. The first big increase 
came in the 2000–01 budget, which added 
$154.8 million for 2002–03, due to the forecasts of 
increased profitability for government business 
enterprises and due to the TAC special dividend to fund 
the black spot program. The TAC annual report for 
2001–02 indicates that $110 million then remained to 
be paid, presumably in the current financial year 
2002–03, as a black spot dividend. However, a further 
$61.9 million was added to public authority income for 
2002–03 in the budget update for 2000–01, due again to 
higher than expected TAC revenue and tax equivalent 
payments. That was revised down by $20.1 million for 
2002–03 in the 2001–02 budget due to the effects of 
weaker share market conditions on TAC dividends. 
However, no further downward revision for 2002–03 
was made in the 2001–02 budget update. 

Most surprisingly, expected investment income was 
revised upwards again in the 2002–03 budget by 
$1.2 million, and even more for later years, despite the 
fact that the text at page 40 of budget paper 2 last year 
states that there had been a decrease in the distributions 
expected from the TAC due to higher long-term care 
costs and weaker-than-expected investment returns. At 
the same time, page 404 of budget paper 3 for last year 
states that TAC distributions were expected to increase 
compared with 2001–02 due to the rate of investment 
market return. Significantly, for reasons I will come to 
in a moment, at page 404 of last year’s budget paper 3 
it is also stated, and I quote: 

… distributions from the gas industry are forecast to decrease 
with the proposed introduction of full retail contestability in 
September 2002. Distributions from the water industry are 
also forecast to decrease in line with the more subdued level 
of land development activity. 

Mr Maxfield interjected. 

The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Lindell) — Order! 
The member for Narracan will desist. 

Mr CLARK — To back that up, budget paper 3 on 
page 404 shows expected gas industry dividends falling 
from $120.5 million in 2001–02 to a mere $400 000 in 
2002–03, and water industry dividends falling from 
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$303.8 million in 2001–02 to $279.2 million in 
2002–03. 

To recap: the budget papers for last year say that for the 
year ahead, 2002–03, the government was expecting a 
fall-off in dividends from the TAC because of 
long-term care costs and declining equity markets, and 
it expected a fall in dividends from the gas industry and 
a fall in distributions from the water industry. 

When we come to the pre-election budget update, what 
do we find? Lo and behold, despite the weak market 
conditions which had continued unabated, expected 
investment income suddenly leaps $106.5 million, even 
though it falls by $47.1 million for the following year 
and falls again by $21.4 million for 2004–05. When 
you look at the detail you find that the dividends being 
taken from our public authorities in 2002–03 were 
increased by $140.8 million between last year’s budget 
and the pre-election budget update. 

At the same time the dividends the government expects 
to receive in the coming year, 2003–04, have slumped 
by $82.4 million. The text of the pre-election budget 
update at page 7 states that the extra dividends are a 
one-off increase dividend in 2002–03 from the gas 
sector as a result of the delayed introduction of full 
retail contestability in gas markets. It refers as well to: 

… increased dividends from 2002–03 from the metropolitan 
water companies mainly reflecting additional dividends from 
certain water companies to reinforce the commercial focus of 
the businesses and ensure appropriate financial ratios are 
maintained. 

So within five months we have a change of position 
from one where, in the May 2002 budget, dividends 
from the gas and water authorities were set to fall to one 
where, barely five months later, they have risen by a 
massive $141 million, just before an election and at a 
time when the forecast budget surplus would otherwise 
have fallen sharply. If ever there is a prima facie case of 
a government raiding the hollow logs to prop up a 
sagging budget, this is it. It stinks to high heaven of a 
return to the Labor Party financing techniques of the 
1980s. 

At the same time, in the same pre-election budget 
update, TAC dividends were set to slump by an average 
$64 million per annum from 2002–03 to 2004–05 due 
to reduced investment returns. That is hardly surprising, 
because as we know, the TAC made massive losses in 
both 2000–01 and 2001–02. Indeed it is questionable 
that the government is taking any dividends at all from 
the TAC while it is making losses. We know the 
government still took the black spot dividend; but we 
do not know, because neither the pre-election budget 

update, the January budget update nor Tuesday’s 
budget tell us, whether the government took further 
dividends from the TAC on top of the black spot 
dividend. 

As I said earlier, subsequent to the election it looks as 
though $25 million of the roads expenditure that was 
reclassified from ‘operating’ to ‘capital’ is being 
converted back again, from capital to an expense. At 
the same time $142 million of funding for the Office of 
Housing has been reclassified as a capital expense 
instead of an operating expense, and an extra 
$30 million in dividends has been taken from the public 
authorities. 

So in other words the bottom line from the pre-election 
budget update and from Tuesday’s budget is the 
following: if it had not been for Labor’s dividend 
stripping, for the up-front developer contributions for 
Spencer Street, for the reclassification of $115 million 
of spending as capital rather than recurrent, the 
Treasurer would have been telling Victorians before 
last year’s election that Victoria’s projected surplus for 
2002–03 was $220.3 million rather than the 
$542.1 million he proudly announced. If it had not been 
for these and other reclassifications and dividends, on 
Tuesday the Treasurer would have been explaining to 
Victorians why their budget this year was in underlying 
deficit to the tune of $444 million. 

This comprehensively demonstrates Labor’s financial 
fiddles. But what is the reason that we have got to the 
situation where our finances for this year are in 
underlying deficit and we are being propped up by 
these manipulations? The principal reason, as I referred 
to earlier, is that Labor has done wages deals which 
overspend its own wages guidelines by a minimum of 
$412.1 million for this year, and possibly more — and 
of course, its other blow-outs. Again, as I referred to 
earlier, these wages deals have also had flow-on 
superannuation costs which are not yet quantifiable but 
which are likely be substantial. 

Labor has also spent a total of $66.9 million in 
2002–03, much of which would not have been 
necessary but for its bungling, on items such as higher 
Workcover costs, the regional power tariff subsidy and 
rail franchise subsidies, as well as the $44 million on 
the Seal Rocks damages and legal costs. 

That explains how we ended up for this year. What 
about next year? Where has the money gone for 
2003–04? Again, let us look at the changes for 2003–04 
between the initial budget estimates and the estimates in 
Tuesday’s budget papers. We will start this time not 
from the midyear budget view of 1999–2000, but from 
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the 2000–01 budget, which was the first time that Labor 
published its revenue and spending estimates for 
2003–04. 

It is easier to go through the exercise a second time than 
the first time, but the bottom line is still the same. We 
see the sad tale of deterioration over the period that 
Labor has been in office. In the 2000–01 budget Labor 
forecast a surplus for this coming financial year of 
$603.4 million. Despite additional revenue of 
$3283.9 million since then for 2003–04, net increases 
in expenses of $3642.9 million have dragged down the 
surplus to the point where it is now budgeted to be only 
$244.5 million. 

The sources of these spending increases are similar to 
those for 2002–03, with the notable exception of 
superannuation, which is now budgeted to be 
$269.5 million more than was initially forecast, but a 
large part of that increase will be due to wages deals 
rather than international equity markets because the 
budget figure for total superannuation cost is based on 
the expected long-term rate of return on equity and 
other investments by superannuation funds. 

So the largest cause of spending increases for the 
coming year is again these so-called policy decisions of 
various descriptions, and again many are more aptly 
described as blow-outs or bungles than policy, 
including all of the factors I have mentioned for 
2002–03, other than perhaps Seal Rocks, but also 
including for the first time in 2003–04 the first 
instalment of $38.5 million of the $77 million being 
thrown away by the Bracks government on the 
Melbourne Cricket Ground (MCG) redevelopment 
because it refused to allow commonwealth industrial 
law to be enforced on the building site. In total these 
wages blow-outs and bungles for 2003–04 amount to a 
$507.2 million net addition to our expense and net 
reduction in the funds that would otherwise be available 
for better services or for tax reductions. 

Also for the first time in 2003–04, we see the explicit 
additional flow-on cost to other industrial agreements 
of the wage rises already conceded by the government. 
The infamous PEBU for once clearly and expressly 
states that the wage growth contingency adjustment of 
$95.8 million made in 2003–04 reflects the expected 
outcomes of a number of industrial agreements under 
negotiation, taking into account the likely flow-on 
effect of previous agreements. When Labor does a deal 
that blows the budget provision, not only does the 
budget have to wear that cost, it flows on to other 
industrial agreements that have been negotiated and 
adds further cost down the track. 

As for 2002–03, for 2003–04 there are also a series of 
poorly explained other administrative variations, in 
both expenditure and revenue. Those variations in 
PEBU and the January budget update add $33.7 million 
to revenue in 2003–04 and reduce expenditure by 
$94.2 million. In Tuesday’s budget paper 2 at page 40 
further revenue administrative variations are disclosed, 
including a decline in expected interest revenue of 
$57 million due to a projected run down in financial 
assets and an average increase of $68 million in fees 
and fines due to revised speeding and traffic 
infringement revenues — part of the big increase we 
have been hearing a lot about lately. 

Page 41 of Tuesday’s budget paper 2 also blandly refers 
to administrative variations and expenses due to 
increased superannuation of $86 million, increased 
insurance claims liabilities of $16 million, due in large 
part it would seem to the government’s failure to act on 
the public liability and medical indemnity crisis, 
unspecified revisions to the Community Support Fund 
flowing mainly from revisions to gaming tax revenue, 
and further increases in sales of goods and services of 
approximately $66 million. 

We have got to the point where we have seen that 
Labor has raised a lot of money, spent a lot of money 
and wasted a lot of money. I now move on to the issue 
that in some respects is most worrying of all for those 
members of the community who rely on government 
for the provision of services, and that is the fact that 
even where part of Labor’s spending increases have 
actually gone into increased staff or other resources in 
many instances that has failed to produce the results 
that would have been expected. 

Prisons are desperately overcrowded. Budget paper 3, 
at page 233, shows that the government expects to fail 
to meet its target for 2002–03 of 117 per cent average 
daily prison design capacity utilisation rate, instead 
expecting to come in somewhere between 118 per cent 
and 125 per cent. That is excess numbers of prisoners 
over the capacity for which the prison was designed. 

In hospitals, if we look at the Hospital Services Report 
for December 2002 and at the key measures of 
emergency patients not admitted within 12 hours, 
people on waiting lists for semi-urgent elective surgery 
and people on waiting lists longer than ideal time for 
semi-urgent elective surgery, we see that on all of those 
measures the government is performing worse now 
than in December 1998 or in December 1999. 

When you look at how Labor has attempted to 
implement its policy in the health portfolio you get 
some of the explanation for this. If you track through all 
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the various budget papers, you see a multitude of 
separate funding items showing money being put into 
hospitals — a special line for retaining and recruiting 
nurses, a special line for human services demand 
growth, another line for rural health funding, another 
line for winter emergency and longer term integrated 
elective and emergency strategy, another line for 
hospital infection control, another line for public 
hospital diversion services, another line for public 
hospital prevention services, another line for increased 
costs of medical and pharmaceutical supplies and 
consumables, and another line for human services 
industrial agreements. We have all these separate lines, 
and the debate is not about the total amount of money 
being put in; it is about how hospital managers are 
expected to make good use of the money that is being 
given to them when it is being fed to them in such thin 
and highly itemised lines. 

If you expect managers to manage, you have to give 
them the responsibility, the authority and the capacity to 
manage. And that is what the weighted inlier equivalent 
separations system was intended to do — to give 
hospitals funding based on an objective assessment of 
the cost of treating patients and then hold the managers 
accountable for delivering hospital services within the 
money that was given to them. But we are now seeing 
year after year that system become unravelled by all 
these dribs and drabs of funding that are being 
provided. It is getting to the point where hospital 
managers are saying, ‘Why should we worry about the 
problems that we are facing in coping? It is not our 
difficulty. It is the government’s. If we just let it run, 
sooner or later the government will give us some 
money’. 

Even with the best will in the world, hospital managers 
do not know what money they are going to get. They 
cannot budget; they cannot plan accordingly. So it is no 
surprise that despite all the extra spending that Labor 
has been doing, it has been failing to get the results it 
should have in health as in so many other areas. 

So far I have been looking at where the money has 
gone and at Labor’s artificial devices to bring in more 
cash. Now I want to turn to look at what Labor has been 
doing about taxes and other revenue it has been raising 
from Victorians. The short answer is that Labor has had 
its hands deep in Victorians’ pockets to pay for its 
massive and often wasted increase in spending. Let us 
look at the figures. I refer to the table that I presented 
earlier. Since 1998–99, after adjusting for the GST, the 
Bracks government has increased its take from 
Victorian taxpayers by a massive $3440.7 million, or 
over 38.9 per cent. Since Labor came to office, the 
typical Victorian household is paying around $1900 

more in state taxes than it did four years ago. This is a 
huge 28 per cent increase in the per-household tax 
burden. That is an average growth rate in that burden of 
over 6.2 per cent per annum, well above the rate of 
inflation, well above the rate of increase in average 
wages and salaries. What is perhaps even worse, a 
disproportionate share of the tax increase has occurred 
in two particular taxes — namely, stamp duty and land 
tax. 

I seek leave at this point to have incorporated in 
Hansard the three charts entitled ‘Stamp duty on land 
transfers’, ‘Land tax’ and ‘Police fines’. 

Leave granted; see charts pages 1622–24. 

Mr CLARK — In the last budget of the previous 
government stamp duty was budgeted to raise 
$911 million. This year it is set to raise $2102.2 million, 
an increase of 131 per cent in just three years. Stamp 
duty on the typical house in Melbourne is now 74 per 
cent higher than it was when the Bracks government 
came to office. First home buyers, growing families and 
older Victorians looking to move to smaller homes are 
all paying the price for Labor’s spendthrift behaviour. 

The duty slug is not just falling on higher priced homes; 
it is hitting homebuyers across all suburbs. As of 
December last year, duty on the typical house in Glen 
Waverley was up 107 per cent; in Blackburn, up 
108 per cent; in Boronia, up 112 per cent; and in Box 
Hill, up 139.2 per cent. Homebuyers in Labor’s 
heartland are amongst those who have also been very 
hard hit, as homes that used to fall within low duty rates 
are pushed more and more into higher duty rates. In 
Altona stamp duty on the typical house has increased 
by 162 per cent since the Bracks government came to 
office, and in Sunshine by a huge 180 per cent. 

That shows how false it is for the government to try to 
suggest that the increase in the tax burden is a result of 
economic growth or a higher level of turnover. What is 
crystal clear is that the property price boom is pushing 
homes into higher and higher tax brackets, and the 
government is deliberately relying on that fact to grab 
higher and higher levels of revenue. The effect of this 
bracket creep can be seen from the fact that the 74 per 
cent increase in duty on the median priced house from 
September 1999 to March 2003 has occurred as a result 
of a price increase of 50.5 per cent. The 23.5 per cent 
difference is pure bracket creep, bracket creep about 
which the government is determined to do nothing. 

Stamp duty increases are not just a burden on 
residential purchasers. They hit businesses of many 
different types. They deter businesses from growing or 
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from moving to more suitable premises. They also 
affect productivity, and they affect investment. 
Research by Access Economics and others has shown 
the enormous net economic loss caused by increases in 
stamp duty. 

Next you have got land tax. Land tax was budgeted to 
bring in $378 million in the last budget of the previous 
government. This year it is expected to total 
$653.9 million, and next year Labor is planning to raise 
$767.8 million, a further 17.4 per cent increase. This 
rapidly increasing burden is having seriously distorting 
effects on investment and land use. It is diverting 
properties from taxable to non-taxable uses, and it is 
diverting properties from holdings that bear a high rate 
of tax to holdings that bear a lower rate of tax. The 
rapid and unexpected increases are also making it 
impossible for many businesses — whether as tenants 
or as owner-occupiers — to predict, budget or pay for 
these sudden imposts, and the uncertainty is adding to 
the risk of investing in Victoria and thus deterring 
investment not only in existing properties but in new 
construction. 

The Treasurer has boasted of the tax cuts he has given 
or intends to give. However, these so-called tax cuts 
give back only a fraction of the massive tax increase 
that Labor has imposed since it came to office. If you 
take the $77 million of tax initiatives for 2003–04 that 
were disclosed at page 78 of budget paper 2, these more 
than wipe out all of the $71 million of so-called tax cuts 
that the Treasurer announced last year in his Building 
Tomorrow’s Business Today package. Those tax cuts 
were set out at page 30 of last year’s budget paper 2. 

We all remember how long and how hard the Treasurer 
talked up last year’s tax cuts. We can bet he did not put 
quite as much effort into talking about his tax increases 
at his fundraising breakfast yesterday. In fact the tax 
wipe-out this year gets worse next year and worse than 
that the year after. Tuesday’s tax initiatives will raise 
$120 million in 2004–05 compared with $72 million in 
the so-called tax cuts announced last year for 2004–05. 
In 2005–06 the tax increases announced on Tuesday 
will raise $133 million compared with $75 million of 
so-called tax for 2005–06 that the Treasurer announced 
so proudly last year. The Treasurer gave out a few tax 
crumbs before last year’s election, but he has taken 
them back with a vengeance as soon as the election is 
over. 

To call last year’s measures genuine tax cuts is itself a 
misnomer. If we look at what Labor budgeted to 
receiving in tax revenue this year and how that estimate 
has changed over time, we see that this year Labor 
originally planned to receive $7548.1 million. Then we 

can trace through successive budget statements and 
budget updates to determine how that figure has gone 
up and up each time — by $203.6 million, by 
$217.3 million, by $77.6 million, by $299.4 million, 
then by $405.8 million, $402.1 million and then on 
Tuesday by a further $141.1 million. The grand total for 
windfall revenue years is $1746.9 million. 

Against that comparison, comparing like with like and 
comparing the initial expectations of revenue for this 
year with what Labor is now expecting to end up with, 
we see that even against that comparison the 
$224.7 million of so-called tax cuts given by the Bracks 
government for 2002–03 in both of its tax packages 
represents only 12.9 per cent of its windfall gain for its 
first budget estimates. In other words, for every $8 extra 
windfall initially unbudgeted tax revenue, barely $1 has 
been returned to taxpayers this year. 

An Honourable Member — One for eight. 

Mr CLARK — Yes, the payout ratio from this 
government is one for eight — and it is odds-on, not 
odds-against! 

The equation gets even worse for next year. To put the 
point in an even more striking way, this $224.7 million 
of so-called business tax cuts this year is far exceeded 
by the increase in speeding and other fines that Labor 
has been imposing. In the last year of the previous 
government police fines totalled $99 million. Next year 
that figure is set to reach $427 million. That means that 
the state budget can now only remain in surplus if the 
government fails in its road safety objectives of having 
people obey the law. This grab for cash raises the 
justifiable suspicion in the minds of the public that 
Labor is more interested in revenue raising than in 
genuine road safety, thus undermining the credibility of 
the road safety messages that the Transport Accident 
Commission, Victoria Police and others are trying to 
get across. 

The government has been aided and abetted in its grab 
for cash by a State Revenue Office (SRO) that has 
become more ferocious than a poorly trained 
Rottweiler. A revenue authority should be diligent in 
collecting the revenue owing to the state, but it should 
do so in accordance with the law and in accordance 
with the sensible application of the law. The SRO is 
now going way beyond this. Last year the SRO started 
claiming that the value of the goodwill of a business 
formed part of the value of the land on which that 
business is based and thus was liable for stamp duty if 
the business were sold. This imposed a sudden and 
unexpected increase in the liability of many small 
businesses and others across the state. More recently 
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the SRO has begun to claim that where a tenanted 
property is sold, duty must be paid on the value of any 
tenant’s equipment installed on that property even 
though the equipment remains the property of the 
tenant, and the tenant has the right to remove that 
equipment at any time. This means, for example, that if 
an investor builds an industrial estate and is successful 
in attracting tenants to establish businesses, install 
equipment and create jobs, if that investor subsequently 
wanted to sell the estate the purchaser will be required 
to pay stamp duty on the value of all the tenant’s 
manufacturing equipment installed as fixtures in the 
factories of that estate. 

Dr Napthine — That is stupid. 

Mr CLARK — That is absolutely stupid. That 
sudden invention by the SRO of new grounds to 
impose stamp duty is yet another blow to business 
confidence and the stability of Victoria as being the 
place to invest, on top of the damage to confidence 
already being done by the government’s deliberate 
exploitation of rising property values and bracket creep 
to rapidly ramp up stamp duty and land tax. 

Despite all this extra money Labor still does not have 
enough to go around, so services are being cut and the 
election promises are being stretched and broken to 
make up for Labor’s waste. To try to pay for its election 
promises Labor has had to cut services in this year’s 
budget, but it has not had the nerve to come out and tell 
people what those cuts will be. It has simply written a 
line in the budget and labelled it ‘Government-wide and 
departmental savings’. 

The government hopes to quietly implement those cuts 
when no-one is looking. It has been dropping hints to 
the media that savings will be in areas like advertising. 
However, a respite from the propaganda barrage is the 
last thing that the public can expect from the Bracks 
government whose only skill is spin. We will remember 
the government’s promise before the 1999 election to 
follow the Auditor-General’s recommendations. I quote 
its policy: 

We will implement the Auditor-General’s recommendations 
for limiting political advertising by stipulating that 
government information material should not promote or have 
the effect of promoting its interests above those of other 
political parties and attempt to secure political support for a 
political party. 

What has happened? Nothing on that front. 

Mr Brumby interjected. 

Mr CLARK — The Treasurer says he will cut 
advertising. I will be interested to hear by what figure 

he is going to cut it. The Auditor-General got fed up 
waiting for the government to act on its promises not to 
engage in political advertising, so he came up with a set 
of guidelines as to what he believed should be defined 
as political advertising — guidelines that he believed 
the government should abide by. Did the government 
abide by them? Of course not. It came up with its own 
package of guidelines, which are a travesty of its 
election promise. 

Do we think it is going to dry up? The Treasurer says 
the government is going to cut advertising. Let us look 
at the estimates for the Department of Premier and 
Cabinet, as set out in budget paper 3. On page 259 we 
see that $26.6 million is budgeted to be spent on 
‘Government information services and support’. 
Budget paper 3 says that the prior year’s figures for 
comparison with that $26.6 million are not available, 
but if you look at page 289 of budget paper 3 for 
2002–03, the budget costs for the identically described 
output group are specified as $22.3 million. 

Thus the cost of the Premier’s propaganda department 
is set to rise by 19.3 per cent at a time when everybody 
else is being forced to make cuts. For good measure let 
us look at the strategic policy advice output at page 257 
of budget paper 3. This is the unit dedicated to thinking 
up ideas for a government that cannot think of its own. 

Mr Doyle — It must be a big unit. 

Mr CLARK — It is a big unit. It must have had a 
siesta last year, because it spent only $23.6 million, 
compared with its budget of $29 million. But it is back 
in action again this year! A budget of $33.3 million — 
a 28.4 per cent increase on what it spent last year. So it 
looks pretty unlikely that it is the advertising or the 
coffee-table brainstorming that will be cut, but rather 
services to the community. 

It must be remembered that this $140 million in 
spending cuts is additional to the 1.5 per cent 
productivity dividend which the government has 
continued to apply every year since it was elected, 
despite having condemned it in opposition. I was told 
this morning that the productivity dividend represents 
about $130 million a year off the departmental 
estimates. Even prior to the change of government 
people were arguing that, although it might have been 
worth while as a short-term measure to get fat out of the 
system, it was not sustainable to keep going with these 
productivity dividends year after year. Yet four years 
later they are still being applied. Perhaps it has proved 
to be sustainable as an ongoing requirement; let us not 
pass judgment on that point. Without being inside 
government it is hard to tell. But what is not hard to tell 
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is that this $141 million saving is being imposed on 
organisations that have already had to subject 
themselves to pretty thorough efficiency scrutiny and 
also that this saving is being imposed, generally 
speaking, across the board roughly in proportion to 
departmental spending. 

As I have said before, reprioritisation in principle is not 
objectionable. Whether any particular reprioritisation is 
objectionable depends on the relative merits of what is 
being dropped and what is being done instead with the 
money, but if as a government you are going to 
reprioritise, let us have the debate out in the open. Tell 
the community what is being dropped and why, and 
why the alternative use of the money is a better one. If 
these were genuine savings and productivity measures, 
the simple question is: why were they not implemented 
earlier? Why has the Treasurer been asleep at the wheel 
and not insisting on them in past budgets? Why have 
they only emerged when the budget is in crisis? The 
answer is pretty clear: they are not genuine savings and 
productivity measures; they are hidden cuts. 

Let us look at the government’s election promises, and 
in particular at its capital works promises. We see from 
the budget papers tabled on Tuesday that only 8 out of 
51 capital works election promises have been 
committed to be completed in the current term of the 
Bracks government. The reason for this is clear: Labor 
has badly overcommitted its capital spending budget, 
both during the election campaign and in prior years. I 
went into this point in some detail in my response to the 
budget speech last year. The government had 
successively run down the amount of funds available 
for capital works, yet it committed to $1.9 billion of 
capital works promises during last year’s state election 
campaign, money that it promised it would spend on 
capital works and projects for Victorians — promises 
with which it no doubt sought to influence people’s 
votes and which did indeed influence people’s votes. 

Of course it is easy to promise, but it is not so easy to 
deliver, and that is the true reason why the Scoresby 
freeway has become the Scoresby tollway. It has 
nothing to do with having to keep the budget out of the 
red in the current year or the next, as the Premier has 
tried to make out. On that score there is no logical 
connection between tolls to be received by a private 
operator on a toll road after 2008 and helping make up 
for a budget situation being faced in 2003–04. The 
reason is that if the government left that Scoresby 
freeway money in its capital works budget as a capital 
commitment there is no way in a pink fit it would be 
able to come anywhere near honouring its election 
promises and other capital works promises. Even after 
breaking its promise not to toll the Scoresby freeway, 

and even with all the borrowing I referred to earlier and 
all the staging and deferring and putting off until later, 
it is failing to meet its promises. 

Let us just look at a few examples. One I know well 
because it affects my own electorate: the government 
promised during the election campaign that it would 
spend $45 million on a grade separation of the rail and 
road in Middleborough Road, Box Hill. What do we 
find provided for that grade separation in the budget 
papers delivered on Tuesday? We find the grand total 
of $1 million to be spent over four years. The footnote 
says ‘2003–04 funding provided for pre-construction 
planning activities’. Honourable members who have 
had anything to do with putting budgets together will 
know that when you put a project in your capital works 
budget you spell out the whole schedule of payments 
that are going to be made under that project. You do not 
say, ‘We will put some money in this year and we will 
see if we can find the rest to put in next year’. This is 
$1 million that the government has scheduled because it 
does not have a clue where it is going to get the other 
$44 million that is needed. 

Let us look at rural police stations. The government 
promised to spend $24 million on rural police stations. 
It has listed it as a promise it is honouring this year, but 
it is only providing $6 million. If you are going to 
deliver a promise, why not schedule to do it? We see 
this time and time again throughout the papers. Take 
the community facilities fund that was to provide 
community-use facilities in schools: the government 
promised $30 million but has committed only half a 
million dollars in Tuesday’s budget. 

We also need to ask exactly how the rubbery arithmetic 
on page 136 of budget paper 2 adds up, because there it 
has tried to say, ‘Don’t you worry. We’ve got the 
money somewhere. We’ll scrape it up. We’ve got 
$3 billion sitting around in kitty uncommitted, so she’ll 
be right, mate’. But when you try to find where that 
$3 billion comes from, you are struggling. You can find 
some of it up front in budget paper 3, but there seems to 
be a big black hole between that $3 billion and the 
money that can be explained from budget paper 3. You 
again have to ask how much creative accounting has 
been going on. 

Labor has given us a lot of excuses for the budget crisis, 
but those excuses just do not add up. Labor would have 
us believe that the crisis has nothing to do with it and 
that it is all somebody or something else’s fault — the 
federal government, the Kennett government, the 
bushfires, the weather or the war. 
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Trying to hide their difficulties by an appeal to factors 
relevant to the commonwealth is drawing a pretty long 
bow. The Victorian Treasurer does not have to find the 
money to fight a war, nor can he blame the international 
situation for all our budget troubles. The international 
situation is just one element contributing to Australia’s 
and Victoria’s economic growth, which in turn has 
some impact on our budget figures. But the key 
question the Treasurer has to answer is about Victoria’s 
relative decline compared with the rest of Australia. 

As I have said, the drought and the bushfires have also 
affected the state’s finances, given the cost of the relief 
that has been provided by the state government. 
However, the bulk of that drought relief — all but 
about $3 million of it — has been spent in the current 
financial year and therefore does not affect future years, 
as has a large part of the spending on the bushfires, 
including the whole of the $115 million that has been 
spent on fire suppression costs. 

A similar point about timing applies to equity markets. 
The downturn in the equity markets has affected the 
result for the current financial year, but it does not 
directly go to the surplus or deficit for future years. It 
also has to be remembered that there have been prior 
swings and roundabouts in markets affecting 
superannuation. This is one of those externalities that 
governments just have to take on the responsibility for 
managing, just as the previous Kennett government 
managed issues relating to the Asian economic crisis. It 
also has to be remembered, as I referred to earlier, that a 
significant part of the cost of the superannuation 
blow-out has been due to the flow-on effect of the 
generous wages deals that have been done by the 
Bracks government. 

Then we had the excuse about the alleged $1 billion in 
extra costs being caused by the problems with the 
public transport system. You will search in vain to find 
that so-called $1 billion documented in the budget 
papers. There is a single throwaway line about the 
$1 billion at page 41 of budget paper 2, referring to: 

… an increase in budget contingency provisions to provide 
for additional costs of operating the train and tram systems of 
around $1 billion over five years … 

But not even that actually says it will be $1 billion; 
rather it says that money for it was provided in the 
contingencies. The big question the Treasurer has 
repeatedly failed to answer when he makes this 
assertion is whether he is measuring the cost increase 
against the original estimates or against what has 
already been provided for in the budget papers. As the 
transport situation has deteriorated under the Bracks 
government, you would have expected it to be factoring 

in money to provide for additional costs. It has handed 
out a number of subsidies already, and it should have 
budgeted for the future. 

It is most revealing to look at the administrators report 
on National Express to try to find some of the true 
explanations for the public transport difficulties and 
National Express’s withdrawal. The administrators 
report very clearly points the finger at the union 
movement’s breaking loose under Labor and 
deliberately obstructing National Express from earning 
its performance bonuses in order to apply industrial 
muscle and win larger pay rises. 

Mr Cooper interjected. 

Mr CLARK — With very little help whatsoever 
from the government and its expensive industrial 
relations unit. On top of that, there has been a 
significant increase in insurance costs, which again 
must be linked back to the government’s failure to 
manage the public liability crisis. 

I refer also to the delays by the Bracks government in 
tackling the ticketing system. It was clear at the time of 
the change of government that the ticketing system was 
one of the unfinished items on the agenda. In the end 
the problem, as the government now admits, has been 
largely sorted out with the expenditure of around 
$500 000 on improvements to the ticket machines, but 
it took around three years to do it. If the incoming 
minister had listened to the bureaucrats and got on with 
the job when he first took his seat at the desk, that 
problem could have been solved years ago and a very 
large part of the transport cost difficulties that we are 
now facing could well have been avoided. 

I want to say a few words about some other aspects of 
the government’s management of our finances, about 
the blow-outs in its capital projects and about its 
public-private partnerships program. The bottom line 
conclusion is that the longer and fatter the policy 
documents become, the skinnier the list of projects that 
are actually implemented becomes. Two wastewater 
projects were signed up under a program that was set 
up under the previous government; the County Court 
project was well under way under the previous 
government; and the Spencer Street station 
redevelopment program was signed up under the 
Spencer Street Station Authority, again under a 
program the previous government set up. I think they 
are about the limits of this government’s success. 

Two hospital car park projects have fallen over because 
the government tried to force them into its clunky and 
costly Partnerships Victoria program. Hospital car 
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parks might not be a big deal in the scheme of things, 
but since one of them is in my electorate I can say 
fervently that they are most important to hospital 
patrons and staff, and to the local community. After 
months and months of delay, successful bids were 
unable to be obtained for those projects at the Box Hill 
and Alfred hospitals. 

Then just yesterday we saw further reports of cost 
blow-outs with Federation Square. At the time of the 
change of government it was budgeted to 
cost $236.2 million and was on track to cost 
around $260 million, but now that has blown out to 
approaching half a billion dollars. With the National 
Gallery of Victoria there has been a cost blow-out of 
$12.7 million, and its completion is overdue by 
18 months; and there have been blow-outs and delays 
with the Austin hospital, the Geelong Road, the fast rail 
links, the Docklands studio development, the 
synchrotron, the Commonwealth Games and the state 
library. 

I want to touch briefly on another worrying aspect of 
the current situation — that is, the increasing extent to 
which the Labor Party is coming to rely on liabilities to 
fund its election promises. I have explained in the past 
why the accounting technique being used for the 
so-called Growing Victoria reserve is most improper. 
On a proper accounting basis the Growing Victoria 
reserve should be ignored in all assessments of what is 
happening to debt and liabilities. 

Earlier I referred to the increased reliance on borrowing 
by the present government, even compared with the 
situation 12 months ago. That point is reinforced when 
you look at pages 120 and 121 of budget paper 2. 
Page 120 contains a chart relating to how the 
government proposes to pay off all unfunded 
superannuation liabilities by 2035. It can be described, 
if I may put it this way, as a St Augustine plan: ‘Make 
us good, but not yet’. If you look at the chart you can 
see that, sure, in the end it gets to 2035, but there is a 
heck of a period of an increase going on before it starts 
to come down again. If you look in the table on 
page 121 at net financial liabilities you will see that net 
financial liabilities for Victoria bottomed out at June 
2001 — on the back of the massive windfalls flowing 
on from the Kennett government — to $14 billion but 
that they are scheduled to be up to $18.9 billion by 
2007. This is stretching absolutely to the limit any 
semblance of fiscal responsibility. 

There have also been a number of miscellaneous 
omissions, anomalies and fiddles in the budget papers. 
Let us take for example the chart on tax revenue at 
page 20 of budget paper 2. The chart purports to tell us, 

if you take it at its word, that if you impute into last 
year’s tax figures the tax changes announced in the 
current budget, then Victoria’s tax is going to fall. This 
may seem a little bit strange since we have not had any 
tax cuts announced in this year’s budget — we have 
only had tax increases announced in this year’s 
budget — yet according to the footnote adding in those 
tax increases results in a fall in Victoria’s tax payments. 

Mr Cooper — That’s creative! 

Mr CLARK — It is very creative. The other 
creative aspect is apparent if you compare this chart 
with the corresponding chart set out at page 19 of last 
year’s budget statement 2, which also purports to show 
a fall in tax collections and which I questioned the 
veracity of last year. 

The additional striking point between these two charts 
is that on last year’s chart, which was supposed to have 
been based on taxes that only continued after 1 July 
2001, Victoria’s tax to gross state product (GSP) ratio 
was about 4.3 per cent. This year’s chart purports to 
have taken out some of the taxes that were in last year’s 
chart, because the chart this year is supposed to be 
based only on taxes that remain after 1 July 2006, 
which on my reading means you take out the bank 
account debits tax on the assumption that the 
government is going to proceed after all with the 
abolition of that tax. Yet, with one tax less, we find that 
this year Victoria’s tax to GSP ratio for 2001–02 is at 
4.5 per cent — in other words, same period of time, 
purportedly same adjustments, one tax less: last year, 
4.3 per cent of GSP going in taxes; this year 4.5 per 
cent of GSP going in tax. Take taxes out, tax-take 
increases. I cannot explain it; I hope the Treasurer at 
some stage will. 

The bottom line is that the Treasurer and the 
bureaucrats in the department should be ashamed to be 
perpetuating such a misleading, deceptive and flawed 
chart, because to do so brings the credibility of all of the 
budget papers into disrepute. 

Let me just say a few words about the Victorian 
economy, and I will move — — 

Ms Kosky interjected. 

Mr CLARK — To respond to the interjection by 
the Minister for Education and Training, who claims 
that the Auditor-General ticked off on this part of the 
budget papers, I draw her attention to page 200 of 
budget paper 2 and the fact that the Auditor-General 
ticks off only on that central part of the budget papers 
the margins of which are coloured purple. He has a look 
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at those figures. He leaves the government to take full 
responsibility for everything else. 

On the subject of shonky figures, let us have a look at 
page 47 of budget paper 2. It is a theme the Treasurer 
has used in a number of his speeches, that over the last 
five years Victoria’s economic growth rate has 
averaged 4.8 per cent and thus, ‘Isn’t the Victorian 
economy going well!’ — and thus, by implication, 
‘Isn’t the Bracks government doing well!’. Let us look 
at the year-by-year figures and find out where the bulk 
of the credit for this 4.8 per cent average growth lies. 

In 1997–98 the growth rate was 5.1 per cent; in 
1998–99 it was 7 per cent; in 1999–2000 it was 
4.1 percent; in 2000–01 it was 2.9 per cent; in 2001–02 
it was 4.9 per cent; and this year the growth rate is 
down to 2.75 per cent. You can work out where the 
bulk of the credit lies for those figures. It certainly does 
not lie with the current government. 

Under the previous government Victoria led the nation 
in economic growth; now we are running mid-field, 
falling rapidly back through the pack. Access 
Economics has stated that, with housing activity on the 
brink of dropping to more sustainable levels and with 
growth in retail demand having done its dash for this 
cycle, Victoria is already seeing output growth drop 
below the national average with only drought-affected 
New South Wales currently below it. 

The key driver in the weakness of growth in Victoria is 
the forecast decline in private construction investment. 
Access Economics and others forecast a continued 
decline in that on top of the recent Australian Bureau of 
Statistics (ABS) figures. Similarly we have seen 
declines in most of the indicators of approvals for 
housing and for non-housing construction. 

We are also, disturbingly, seeing signs that the labour 
market may have run out of puff. We see job creation 
slow considerably in the first quarter of 2003 with 
18 700 full-time jobs lost in the first three months of 
2003 compared with 7600 new full-time jobs created 
nationally over the same period. Just last week the ANZ 
job advertisement index showed a fall of 14 per cent 
over the year to April in Victoria, compared with a fall 
of 7 per cent nationally. 

We are also seeing a slowdown in exports and a 
significant decline in business confidence in Victoria, 
both generally and particularly in manufacturing. 
Population growth is also slowing down. The Treasurer 
in his budget speech said something to the effect that 
increasing numbers of people were flowing into 
Victoria from other states. However, the latest statistics 

published by the ABS through to September 2002 
estimate that a net total of 89 people migrated to 
Victoria over the last preceding quarter. 

Honourable members interjecting. 

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Kotsiras) — 
Order! The member for Box Hill, without assistance. 

Mr CLARK — Indeed, we could almost manage to 
personally acknowledge each of them during members 
statements in this house. We also see steady increases 
in the number of public servants employed in Victoria 
and in public sector wage rates compared with national 
figures. 

One of the reasons for Victoria falling back through the 
pack is the failure of the Department of Innovation, 
Industry and Regional Development to meet its targets, 
and on key performance measures its performance is 
well below what its predecessor was achieving under 
the previous government. Its target for investment 
facilitation for 2003–04 is $1.4 billion, which is a fall of 
38 per cent on its outcomes in 2001–02. The number of 
jobs it expects to be deriving from these investments in 
2003–04 is 4000, which is 31 per cent lower than what 
was achieved in 2001–02. The number of investments 
expected to be facilitated in 2002–03 in rural Victoria is 
set to fall to 300 from the 538 achieved in 2001–02, a 
fall of 44 per cent. We have seen the Regional 
Infrastructure Development Fund suffering from the 
inability of the government to organise itself in respect 
of decision making and capital investment. 

Last, but by no means least, we have seen the damning 
evidence on industrial unrest that has come out of the 
Cole royal commission, which found that all the major 
Victorian building and construction projects it studied 
were beset on a regular basis by industrial action, 
almost all of it unlawful. It found that the Bracks 
government refrained from awarding contracts to 
otherwise successful tenderers because of the fear of 
reaction by unions. It is no wonder that business 
confidence is falling and Victoria is slipping back 
through the economic pack when the government is 
neglecting the essentials of investment attraction and 
facilitation, when it is tardy in its decision making, 
when it lets regulatory uncertainty hang over many 
industries affected by government and when it allows 
the unions to run amok. 

To reverse that situation we need a government that can 
set real goals and priorities and not just mouth 
platitudes; a government that can contain wage growth 
to an affordable level; and a government that can focus 
on results, ensure our money is spent wisely and create 
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growth and prosperity. These are things that our side of 
politics has succeeded in doing in the past. 

Our side of politics also has a successful record, 
contrary to what is frequently asserted by the 
government, of increasing funding for services when 
the finances to do so are available. We increased 
funding for schools, hospitals and numerous other 
services rapidly after 1996 when the financial damage 
done by the Guilty Party had been restored. We 
increased funding for service delivery in a way that we 
could afford and in a way that was focused effectively 

on delivering results. Both of those elements are 
strikingly absent from the performance of the present 
government. 

This is a budget handed down by a government that 
should have been flush with funds, because it inherited 
a strong economy, strong finances and a strong public 
service. However, it has squandered the opportunities it 
had: it has frittered the money away on blow-outs, on 
waste and on bungles. All Victorians are now paying 
the price for the Bracks government’s failure to live up 
to its responsibilities.



 

     Where has the money gone?       
     Victorian Budget  —  changes since 1998–99       

 1998–99 
Actual 

(excluding 
abormals) 

 2003–04 
Budget 

estimates for 
2002–03 

 

Change $m Change % 

 2003–04 
Budget 

estimates for 
2003–04 

 

Change $m Change % 
Revenue from operating activities            
Taxation (adjusted for GST) 8,855.9  11,952.7  3,096.8 35.0%  12,296.6  3,440.7 38.9% 
Fines and regulatory fees 330.1  550.9  220.8 66.9%  637.2  307.1 93.0% 
Investment revenue 1,339.0  1,231.0  –108.0 –8.1%  895.9  –443.1 –33.1% 
Grants (adjusted for GST) 7,480.0  9,351.4  1,871.4 25.0%  9,544.6  2,064.6 27.6% 
Sales of goods and services 1,428.3  2,021.8  593.5 41.6%  2,047.2  618.9 43.3% 

Revenue from outside operating activities            
Gain (loss) from disposal of physical assets 6.7  –5.3  –12.0 –179.1%  –7.3  –14.0 –209.0% 
Fair Value of Assets Received Free Charge 
or for Nominal Consideration 

65.5  62.8  –2.7 –4.1%    –65.5 –100.0% 

Inter-sector capital asset charge 493.0  501.0  8.0 1.6%  514.0  21.0 4.3% 
Other 922.4  797.5  –124.9 –13.5%  670.1  –252.3 –27.4% 

Total Revenue 20,920.9  26,463.8  5,542.9 26.5%  26,598.4  5,677.5 27.1% 

Expenses from ordinary activities 
           

Employee entitlements / wages 6,983.7  9,263.1  2,279.4 32.6%  9,597.7  2,614.0 37.4% 
Superannuation expenses 1,303.7  2,802.3  1,498.6 114.9%  1,950.8  647.1 49.6% 
Depreciation 776.2  962.0  185.8 23.9%  1,024.8  248.6 32.0% 
Amortisation 28.6  62.3  33.7 117.8%  67.9  39.3 137.4% 
Borrowing costs 735.7  496.9  –238.8 –32.5%  483.3  –252.4 –34.3% 
Grants & Transfer payments 3,595.6  4,179.1  583.5 16.2%  4,537.2  941.6 26.2% 
Purchase of supplies and services 5,346.8  8,401.3  3,054.5 57.1%  8,598.2  3,251.4 60.8% 
Other expenses 344.6  136.8  –207.8 –60.3%  94.0  –250.6 –72.7% 
Total Expenses 19,114.9  26,303.9  7,189.0 37.6%  26,353.9  7,239.0 37.9% 
            
Operating surplus 1,806.0  159.9  –1,646.1 –91.1%  244.5  –1,561.5 –86.5% 

Source:  2002–03 Budget Paper No.2, pp 242, 244; 2003–04 Budget Paper No.2, pp. 104, 164, 266,  
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